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 Our origin myth is that human comes from fish, because in the first 

moment when human begins to be done he’s just like the fish in the first 

moment when the fish begins to be done. This way, human was once a fish 

and for an hour nowadays he stills being fish. 

 To get to being human, many millions of years have passed, many 

soil was fertilized, many other animals, feelings, climates and from many 

equivalent, and not evolutional, lines of species, in one of them ended up 

human being. So if for human being get to existence he depended and was 

fruit of all nature, until nowadays stills runs in human blood the blood of 

who generated him, nature.  



 And not even that is an easily intelligible parental relation. We are 

all buddies. If from my belly comes a being, it will be my buddy. If I see a 

tree, it is my buddy. Even if I struggle with mutual hate a lion that came to 

kill me, it is my buddy. We’re all connected by the fact that we’re all fruits 

of the same generator.  

 So what is then the generator, the nature, if not this connection? 

 Between generator and generated, between nature and human 

being, there’s no hierarchy, there’s connection, or something else that our 

civilized language doesn’t able me to express, but that gives the idea that 

we’re all one only thing, since that we generate one each other in this fun 

of to live and to die, of to create and to destroy, of to explode and to 

harden, of dancing on O² and sliding on H20. There’s no god or parents 

here. We’re generators of one each other and that’s all. 

 Our origin is only one, we’re generated by everything around us, 

and like that we also generate it. We’re connected, one way or another.  

 And in this aberration that became human kind nowadays, we try in 

our spaces and in our lives, our bodies and mentalities, reestablish this 

connection, and we anxious for the death and the destruction of this kind 

of human being that denied this connection in name of comforts. We’re 

few, decrepit, and we are, in principle, underprivileged because we don’t 

have money or technology or any “pingo de  i” (don’t know how to say it in 

English, it’s an expression in Portuguese for the little ball upon the  letter 

“i”) of the word military in our strategies, but we’re confident. We’re from 

the nature side, of all our buddies that everyday are killed to satisfy 

economy. Yes, we seen decrepit, dirty and stinking, but that’s how many 

times nature is. We’re only one, one only being that in the last billions of 

years was never so aggressed as in the last two hundred.  

 Because of all that, we know: we, the nature, are gonna fuck with 

the human civilis. And probably we’ll be fucked too. That doesn’t matter, 

however: what’s important it’s to destroy all this shit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. INTRODUCTION. 

People that read, 

This introduction is, so to speak, an instrument that intends to make clear, 

nothing more nothing less, that this is a non-scientifically politically partial 

and contradictory study, endowed with a very interesting purpose, that is 

to rub in the face of who feels its face being rubbed, that there are 

possibilities to not conform with the relational, philosophical, political, 

cultural, esthetical, corporal, mental and orgasmal misery and decadence 

that lives human civilis, with its sick relations, colonizers and colonized, 

relations full of games that are typical from the last religious traditions that 

brutally assholized  the so said thinking beings.  

 Nekulturita is how I identified what I fun in calling a tribe, being 

important highlight that this identification hides a selfish interest of mine, 

and I have to say that the own tribe doesn’t identified itself as Nekulturita, 

and not even as a tribe. I do it just for throwing more worms in your head, 

dear reader.  

 Anyway, I call them Nekulturita because maybe that’s what they 

want to be. Nekulturita it’s a word in Esperanto that, I say it unsurely, 

refers in a prejudicial way to the beings that doesn’t breathe the political 

and philosophical airs of white, Europeans and Christians, or, in a deeper 

analysis, also of yellow tiny eyes people in times of feudalism, or of 

Egyptians in times of Pharaohs or pyramids, or of black monarchists 

subjects of the Queen Nzinga, or, finally: Nekulturita is uncivilized, 

indigenous, is that one which culture not politically sick by the power can’t 

be assimilated by what I lazily call civilization, but that can be any other 

word that you judge less polemic or more prudent. Feel free.      

I call the “tribe” here studied Nekulturita because they want, with their 

lives, annihilate the complications and diseases of the power in all its 

levels, what takes, invariably, to a vision of the world that can not be called 

very civilized. Understand, please, that, with it, I’m not saying that these 

people were uga-bugas, but that they didn’t want to reproduce power, 

pyramids, police, penis, buildings, vaginas, whatever and etc. 

       Already a bit tired of having to see your ass face looking so passive to 

this words, I end this miserable introduction in a rude and sudden way, 

supposing that I already made myself clear and already spoke to much. 

 Ps: I have to make clear that, unfortunately, I didn’t used any kind of drug 

to write anything of it, and that maybe if I had used this would be funnier. 

Alas.       

Bang-bang, grumpy  nickel- and- dime  

anthropologist graduated  

in Scenically Anthropology 

by the Intergalactic University of Neverland 

. 

 

 

 

 



2.  Preliminary affirmative and confuse notions about the 

Nekulturita. 

 Only a frustrated anthropologist from Neverland would waste its 

time describing such an absurd, and I shall say that I do it just for fun. It’s 

my Cindy Lauper spirit. Let’s go. 

 It’s not so easy to locate the Nekulturitas in a specific geographical 

area or in a very clear time, nor to explain how the tribe survives along its 

generations, since that, I say it preliminary, they don’t always conserve 

related parental relations, nor create mechanisms, as do all other societies, 

of cultural control capable of doing that the child of this tribe feel 

themselves obligated to perpetuate it. I will disentangle each of these 

aspects soon.   

 I was living with some Nekulturita during a year in a colorful and 

magical house where lived, during this period of time, some people 

permanently and by where many other people passed. Some of them 

stayed, some of them just passed. I use bold in the word some because this 

report here presented is the report of how lived the Nekulturita from this 

house where I was, in one of these concrete jungles that contaminated all 

the world, and it doesn’t represent the totality or the reality of the way of 

life of all Nekulturitas that are spread all over the world in many houses. 

All these people I’ve met were very different from each other in the 

physical way, and also had very particulars behavior traits, or, better 

saying, they had very strong individualities and personalities, each one in 

its own way. None of them were from the masculine sex. Not even one of 

them was from the feminine sex. None of them were from the male 

gender. Not even one of them was from the female gender. I took 

sometime to understand it, but finally, these people really weren’t nothing 

like that.  

 Now i Will disentangle it all that I Just Said, going out from the 

preliminary and getting into the “the time is now”. 

3. Nekulturitas inside of a temporal space. 

What will help me to situate the Nekulturitas inside of a temporal space 

is their origin myth, that I suppose you’ve already read in the first page 

before the introduction. 

Having this myth as basis, I can say that these people are fruits of a 

period of time where the human being opted to, fooling himself, 

disconnect of the world in which he since always developed and had 

always depended, nature. Disconnected the human being from nature, the 

Nekulturitas point the rising of a new specie, the human being civilis. Such 

a fun analysis I started to use for my self. This was a final and brutal 

disconnection, and it’s very well represented by the cities. 

Cities are places where the human being civilis closed himself in himself 

and in its own social ego to transform biodiversal or natural spaces in pure 

concrete. In cities, human being stopped from learning with the 

observation of nature, seeing himself as part of it, to learn locked in 

concrete, surrounded by concrete. 

And it’s in the city where is fabricated the concrete that the city needs 

to grown and it’s in the city where the concrete is sold. And that’s the goal 

of the city, being the convergence centre of nature’s destruction in benefit 

of what human being civilis calls progress, that happens through 

commerce, industry, and all an infinite of questions that turns only around 

the social ego and the individual egos of these beings misrepresented from 

their natural traits.  

Resuming: ostensive commerce, ostensive industry and devastation in 

benefit of an urban way of life are characteristics of capitalism, progress 

and industrialization, and it’s from this time that the Nekulturita tribe is 

product. It’s probable that it had embodied itself as a tribe at the same 

time that the modern exploratory way of life had embodied itself too. 



Letting it even more clear, it’s inside of this whole shit, of this bloody 

modern times, that the Nekulturitas arose, and the ones that I could live 

have total conscience about all this I had just said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. The nekulturitas situated in a geographic space. 

When I ask any Nekulturita from what concrete jungle they come from, 

they laugh between themselves and just answer me that they are from the 

world. 

As they have sufficiently mixed accents to not being identified, I could 

realize that that people choose to live as nomads, and that was even more 

clear for me after I witnessed the development of a new myth between the 

Nekulturita. The message of the new myth was: Sedentary, in return of the 

comfort it would give to human being, would destitute him from his more 

creative and irreverent spirit. This was the nomadic spirit. And so it 

happened. This spirit, now separated from human being, got so pissed off 

by being swapped by something so vile as comfort that promised himself 

that would never again sedentary himself in any human being. In other 

words, this irreverent spirit would never again stay with any human being 

forever.  

This spirit always attracted the 

Nekulturitas, and probably the 

Nekulturitas were also always attractive 

for this spirit. And that’s why he decided 

to start a game with the Nekulturita, 

remembering the times when he was 

incorporated to human being, that nomad 

time. The Nekulturitas should live as 

nomads, searching for this spirit, and, 

fulfilled this condition, he would let being 

found by the Nekulturitas, that, then, 

could, during an undetermined lack of 

time, be filled of the irreverence and 

creativity that this spirit fermented.  

In other words: many times, as the myth explained, the Nekulturita 

meet with this spirit, however, due to the betray of human being, the 

nomadic irreverent spirit became also nomad and every time a Nekulturita 

found him, would not have or be with it forever. The nomad spirit, an 

intersex performative drag queen with long colorful dreadlocks and tattoos 

made around the galaxy all over he’s body full of colors that humans eyes 

can’t see and that sometimes made sounds, always run away from 

Nekulturita after sometime with it, and then when saudade (google it, it’s 

Portuguese) appears once again, the Nekulturita also leave the place where 

they are to try to find out the nomad spirit once again, and then they can 



live some putarias (google it also, it’s Portuguese) together, living and 

creating together crazy and unbalanced (in its African-tradition notion) 

nonsense things, like this text.   

 The folks that were in the house where I lived that moment were there 

because they were connected to that spirit or because they have lost him 

recently and were not yet suffocated by saudade, and those who passed 

through the house were searching for this spirit; those who stayed at the 

house was because they’ve found this spirit there, and those who didn’t 

stayed was because they had to keep on searching. 

Therefore, as the myth I saw rising in a very interesting trade of ideas, 

you speaking-english people can understand it as conversation, in a heady 

purple room, the Nekulturitas are separated in many parts of the world, 

taking their tribe to many different places, while the nomadic free spirit 

makes fun of them, being found and hiding again, generating frustration 

and tesão (google it), saudade and inspiration, making, with this, that the 

Nekulturitas be always in movement. 

5. About the parental relations between the Nekulturitas and about 

the Incognito antigender. 

The Nekulturita tribe perpetuates itself among the decades not by 

parental related relations, but by an idea, by a principle. This principle was 

the principle of the anarchic freedom. It was an instinct in search for 

freedom that made the Nekulturitas born, and it was the suffocating of this 

instinct that made the Nekulturita die. 

Some in fact was born and almost since babies were Nekulturita, by 

having the lucky of born in places where the Nekulturita people were free, 

but there weren’t so many cases of it yet, and, there are babies that even 

born in places where the Nekulturita tribe live free, being raised in 

freedom, by people who live freedom, doesn’t become Nekulturita. That’s 

not a problem, that’s a consequence of the principle of freedom, and the 

own Nekulturita were satisfied with the idea of being anarchic freedom 

who gives them born and who decreed them death, having as basis for 

such facts the own decisions of the Nekulturitas. It’s the anarchic freedom 

who decreed life and death, but It’s the own Nekulturita that chooses to 

live and to die, when it’s not murdered by the world it fights against, of 

course. 

Always appears new people to the tribe, assimilating its culture, 

adding new stuff, and destroying, to join in the new culture, the oppressive 

traits of its primitive culture. This process gives much strength to the tribe, 

because the tribe is strengthened by the new, and the tribe does not fear 

it, as many other tribes do. And that was also with the sons of Nekulturitas 

who opted to being part of the tribe, those offer the opportunity for the 

tribe to learn so much by raising a child and that gives the tribe even more 

strength. 

The kids of the Nekulturitas are responsibility of all, even that 

jealous created some trouble. These troubles were lived as I’ll explain later.   

Beyond this parental issue, its necessary affirm that the Nekulturita 

weren’t males or females (and they didn’t even saw themselves biologically 

like that); and they weren’t not even men or women (they didn’t seen 

themselves “identitarly” like that). I could even want to look like them as if 

they were men and women, but If I did I would be acting as the Eurocentric 

colonizer, I would be acting as a classical anthropologist  of the 19
th

 

century. It wasn’t my intention to use values of the society I know to say 

that that society lived the impossible. If they believe and live that, what can 

I do? 

This way, the Nekulturita have a strong speech and tried to build 

practices that annihilate any epistemological pre-conceived notions of 

femininity or masculinity and had, even that they hide, a certain disdain for 

each person that affirm to have pride of being men or women, without 

generalizing, and also black or white, straight and gay. I even remember 

that always they heard someone says it they made a little smile that I 

translated as “Nice. Now I have a great opportunity to learn and teach even 



more about identity issues.”. It was like: “I’m proud of…”. And then the 

little smile, and then they started the discussion with an “oh yeah? So…” 

When one time I called one of the Nekulturitas a woman this person 

put all its anguish with the situation in a ten minutes speech about how 

those kind of “imbecilities” (word used by this person) made that this 

person feel prisoner of a “poor, sexist and heteronormativa notion of the 

being”, separated from mind and body by the occidental culture, and 

identified as woman by this same culture, that, as said this person, 

exercises power all over the bodies and generates a segregation of this 

bodies in supposed parts, being this person encaged in its binary gender by 

what the heteronormativa culture fabricated as being the “sexual parts” of 

the body.   

Asking for respect, this being made itself understandable for me. 

And I hope for you too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understand it was a little bit hard for me, because i saw them all the 

time naked and saw some of them with penis, some with vaginas, and, 

consequently, i linked them to the ideas of man and woman. For the 

Nekulturita, however, penis and vagina are not capable by themselves of 

generate identities, of join them separately in two binary and antagonistic 

groups. For the Nekulturita, each being is uniquely unique and each one 

search pleasure, when free, in its own way, and, like this, with this 

principle, the Nekulturita lived searching for exchanging experiences, news 

and knowledge between them about themselves and their unique bodies. 

By doing that it is easily possible identify them as promiscuous 

beings, because they were always doing surubas (google to see, but to 

understand, read the next chapters), lived showing and opening their 

assholes one to the other, exchanging massages and touching to find in 

what they’re common and in what they’re distinct. 

I had no courage to participate of this stuff and, particularly, I regret 

until today 

6. About the way Nekulturitas eat. 

Due to their nomadic way of life, I can say, with no doubt, that the 

Nekulturita had its own and refined culinary, and I can say it was pretty 

unique.  

Creative mixes and eccentrically dishes  typical from scarcity situations, 

strong seasonings, and a huge anxious for eating delicious food without the 

use of any animal ingredient were the motor of the Nekulturita to create 

different, strong, creative, and, like they used to say, free of speciesism 

dishes.   



They frequent markets where they could get from the trash many 

vegan food, which they call “recycle”, and they were into permaculture 

also. They loved fruits, having even tattoos honoring these fruits, these 

dishes, etc. 

Without taking to 

many lines I have to say 

that I have very good 

eaten while I was living 

with these people, and 

that the food became 

even more delicious 

because they were 

made in collective, 

being the act of cooking 

many times a real 

spontaneous ceremony 

or a unload or 

discharge session. 

It’s interesting 

realize the value that 

this moment and that 

the alimentation issue have in the daily life of the Nekulturita. I could 

presence repetitive times, situations where the act of eating and preparing 

the food gained a very special value for the individuals that compose the 

tribe. Many times, for example, when a Nekulturita was bored, pissed, 

arrogant or depressed, one of the possible and efficient ways and 

mechanisms of solution of that situation was the spontaneous act of 

cooking, mainly the spontaneous act of the other Nekulturita who wasn’t 

bored, pissed, arrogant or depressed and want to see ‘it’s’ buddy be fine. A 

delicious dish made with love always brings some kind of happiness for any 

Nekulturita, always makes better the mood, and for sure disconcert and 

distablishes any boredom.  

As anti-spiecisist they eating habits influenced decisively in the daily of 

the Nekulturitas, giving rhythm and being extremely important in many 

situations of the daily living.  

7. Esthetical and glandular traits of the Nekulturitas.  

All I can say about their esthetical traits is that they’re different from 

one each other and that together they’re different from any other group. 

Trying to trace basics identity 

parameters of esthetic, in an ample 

notion of what can esthetic be, I can say 

that many of them stinks, from the 

point of the modern society, but this 

stinks is related with political and 

climatic things, or is connected with the 

fact that the lemon isn’t really working 

or with that fact that they’re lazy to 

contain the smell, that, anyway, is their 

own natural smell. That doesn’t mean 

they don’t take shower. Many do, some 

not. About shower, i have to say that 

the biggest problem of it is that, many 

times, when made in cities, the shower 

is made between the 4 walls of the 

bathroom, and that’s not so inspiring. It 

depends a lot. Depends of the place, of how hot is the city (here in 

Northeast Brazil there’s no winter, only Summer with more than 30º 

Celsius all the year) and of how much each one can take its own stink.  

Many look like punks, other like hippies, other doesn’t look like 

anything, other looks like clowns, others are very androgynous and some 

try very hard for androgynous being, other not that much. 



In common we can say that all of them have one same thing: tattoos 

and patches, stitched cloths by its own hands that contain draws with 

political, cultural or personal massages. Almost the same thing with 

tattoos, but they’re forever and they’re more colorful than a patche. 

Between the Nekulturitas there’s no worry about what the other looks 

like with its esthetic, as long as its not similar to the esthetic of enemy 

tribes, there’s always respect about this issue. In fact the beauty of 

Nekulturita is that they express as they want and they find its pretty see 

themselves, while unfortunately dressed, so diverse. 

It’s necessary remember, of course, that all this diversity it’s not part of 

the pattern that the world tries to impose about esthetic to everybody, 

including the people of this tribe. This way, when they go out on the streets 

it’s very normal that they’re not comprehended, and people oppress them 

with their eyes or even with stones or eggs. (don’t know if speaking-english 

people will understand it, but it’s very normal things here down the 

equador). 

8. The issue of the difference at the Nekulturita: colonizer 

difference vs. anthropophagical difference. 

Another observation I can make about the Nekulturita is about the 

way that they face and relate with the different, an observation about the 

philosophy that they are developing concerning the difference issue. 

Inspired in contacts with other tribes already extinct by the white 

man, the Nekulturita, since a while, started to get deeper in a revolution 

concerned with the way they experience the different and they started, 

inspired by these tribes, to develop their own notions about the difference. 

One time the people from the Nekulturita tribe heard about the 

way some other tribes deal with the different before being exterminated by 

the white man culture. These different were the people from other tribes 

that these people made contact, and that, taking it in fact, were different in 

its ethnical traits, habits, beliefs, religions, etc. Very different from the way 

the most people nowadays deal with the different, this tribe, instead of 

repudiates or judge it, they first deeply admire it, and they admire it so 

deeply that they want to absorb it for complete, and, because of it, they 

ended up taking this different oven, literally. These tribes are called 

anthropophagical. 

Inspired  by this so distinct vision from the vision that they were 

educated concerning the different, the Nekulturita started a process of 

restructuration of their mind. Even if they didn’t had previously got deeper 

about this notion and these ideas about the different, they already had 

their mind fertilized to receive these new ideas, because they were always 

a very respectful tribe with their different, not only external different, but 

also their own internal differences, because each Nekulturita was very 

particular, so very different from the other members of the tribe. 

People from Nekulturita tribe started to distinguish themselves 

from the most widespread notion about the difference, that they call the 

Colonizer Difference. This doesn’t mean that the Nekulturita tribe believes 



that there are only two kinds of difference, because they always run away 

from binaries, but, they knew that the Colonizer Difference was the 

hegemonic difference, so for that reason they were trying to difference 

themselves of it. 

Colonizer Difference, as already said, it’s the predominant way in 

the world of dealing with difference, being spread around the world 

through colonization, I mean, annihilation made by the white, Christian, 

European and heterosexual against all that weren’t white, Christian, 

European and heterosexual. Today this is the kind of difference that rules 

the world, and, according to Nekulturitas, it’s the way of seeing difference 

that is normal for 95% of the people. It is having as root this way of seeing 

difference thought by white Christian European heterosexual man that are, 

according to the Nekulturitas, organized even the movements that 

supposedly want to fight the mancentrist heterosexual white society, I 

mean, the own traditional feminist movements, the black movement and 

the gay movement. For the Nekulturitas, these movements want, and if 

firstly this was not the intention always finish being, fight playing the rules 

of their own enemy, and feeling proud of these rules. Nekulturita people 

couldn’t understand it. 

This kind of difference, the Colonizer Difference, creates in relations 

between people an abyss, because the other is always seen as a segregated 

thing, a strange thing, a thing that can’t even be listen without an air of 

disdain, a thing that must always provoke grimace and misunderstanding, 

and a thing that, most of the time, must be oppressed, either through a 

look, either though a non-look, either through a ironical smile, either 

through contempt, either through the cross, either through the sword. 

When not, must be “accept”. Well, this is all very bizarre and actual. That’s 

how all people see, even that later they “accept” or even “admire”, the 

own Nekulturitas after they have their first contacts with them. I even see 

myself in it, don’t you? 

Different, at the Colonizer Difference, is seen as something 

segregated, and this segregation makes deeply difficult the trade in 

relations and also the creating of more honest relations between people 

and between the many differences that exist in the world. It’s the intersex 

or the transex case, that Just because they’re different they’re aggressed 

everyday by medicine, society, little boxes, bathrooms, and, i have to say, 

by everything. It’s the case of the own Nekulturita. It’s the case of the any 

different before they join the oppressor’s game and before they start to 

feel proud of being part of the oppressor’s game. 

 Different, to understand the ideas of other different, is seen as a 

desert or as a field without anything, when in fact maybe there there’s 

already some trees planted, maybe unique and rare trees, of unknown 

colors and different shapes. No one see this possibility in the other, people 

look at the other always from upon, always trying to destroy what the 

other have already planted and trying to plant upon it, trying to convince, 

trying to impose: colonizing. In many places people are competing and 

playing very dirty games full of falsity one with the other, stating their 

demented incapacity to deal with difference, because they only know the 

Colonizer Difference. 

 It was seeing the Indigenous and the blacks as “empty fields”, or 

better, as “devil fields”, that the White heterossexual Christian man 

transformed more than 90% of Africa and Latin America, or indians and 

blacks, in whites, heterossexuals, christians, sexists and mencentrists. 

Indeed of trading seeds, letting each one free to choose if will use it or 

throw away, people want to colonize each person’s field, and transform 

the world in a stupid pathetic monoculture.  

For the Nekulturita people, before different being different he’s first 

an equal. An equal simply because it’s a being. Recognizing first this 

equality principle, that has nothing to do with the Christian principle “we’re 

all brother” because “love is upon everything”, we can go secondly to the 



difference side, that indeed of being suffocated, is super-valorized. From 

equality we go to difference. 

Nekulturita don’t bake the different, but they swallow it anyway. 

Swallow doesn’t mean accept, doesn’t mean agree, doesn’t mean 

reproduce, swallow doesn’t mean imitate, swallow doesn’t mean being 

equal, swallow doesn’t mean opening the arms and saying “I love you” or 

being a jerk and saying “I hate you”. Swallow means that the different 

teaches the Nekulturita and the Nekulturitas hopes to teach the different. 

And the different teaches many times to the Nekulturita not even knowing 

what or how is teaching. Difference causes reflections that teaches so 

much to the Nekulturitas, reflections that maybe the own different didn’t 

had or not even know that generated, but that generated anyway. In a 

conversation the Nekulturita always can learn so much, always can absorb 

so much. And if the Nekulturita have enemies (violent people that can’t 

deal with difference) and they don’t want to teach them anything, 

Nekulturita don’t waste their time on converses, they resolve their 

problems in the most prudent way they think it’s better to deal with their 

enemies. Quick and fast.  

Because they have another vision of the different, Nekulturitas 

hamper consciously relations with the most different cultures, even that at 

first seems to be contradictory  to see a Nekulturita having such a relation. 

Contradiction is something that doesn’t worry so much the Nekulturitas 

when this contradiction is judged through eyes that see the different trying 

to colonizing it. They only worry about this judgments of contradiction 

when they are made by people who see the different just like them, and 

because of that can have a deeper idea of what is contradictory or not. (the 

nekulturitas love the real example of a society exterminated by the white 

man that was so peaceful about contradiction that they said they were, at 

the same time, human beings and birds, and they see no problem in it.). 

Some cultures are stuffed of stuff that the Nekulturita don’t like, but that 

maybe in one detail can teach something extraordinary to the Nekulturita, 

a detail that can give them more strength in their objective of to live and to 

create anarchy.  

With an authority they learn new ways of living, and they know how 

to channeling this new ways of living in a way to not create or not to be 

really subject of any authority. They can learn tantric with oriental 

tradition, but they will never reproduce their hierarchies of gender or shit 

like that typical from any religion that the Nekulturitas ever met until now. 

Also, in a conversation with a catholic, so subtly violent, a Nekulturita can 

find new perspectives of critic to Catholicism, or what the Nekulturita stills 

have of it, in case of had being raised in a catholic family, and so the 

Nekulturita will have fun deconstructing some new addictions he found on 

herself. (intenational gender error). Nekulturitas doesn’t release any 

challenge, any conversation, as long as there’s no arrogance. If there’s 



arrogance, Nekulturita won’t conversate, they will just have fun with the 

arrogant, playing with he just to create a hell crazy situation. If there’s no 

arrogance, they don’t worry about being humiliated in a discussion, 

because if they are humiliated they learn for sure a lot. Proud and honor 

are very debatable things at Nekulturita’s eyes. In fact, they always see the 

humiliators   as real humiliated, because they humiliate. And that’s why 

they don’t care with humiliation, because they learn with it. 

This is, more or less, the principle of the Anthropophagical 

Difference. 

This generates a changing in the way they see specially themselves. 

Instead of only point their fingers to the others, something they also do 

their own way, they always point their fingers to themselves.  

When they criticize sexism, they don’t stop from searching it in 

themselves. When they criticize fascism, they don’t stop searching it in 

themselves. When they criticize racism, they don’t stop searching it in 

themselves. Something that no identity-based movement does, and that so 

less people also do, at least into where the Nekulturita know. 

Because they’re quiet, because they listen with attention and 

because they speak calmly, people constantly judge the Nekulturitas are 

passive or stupid. These people don’t see, however, that in that moment, 

while they’re thinking about the quiet passivity of the Nekulturitas, they’re 

being, in that moment, sliced and eaten in its details, in its defects and 

virtues. If they seen quiet, it’s just because they are very, very, but really 

very safe about their ideas, and because, in fact, they love difference. 

9. Nekulturitas: games and plays. 

 One of the relational principles of the nekulturitas is “the plate must 

be burning”. (this is a Portuguese expression that loses all its strength 

when its translated to English). 

 This means that no problem will be ignored and that the problems 

will be solved hurts whoever it hurts. Anarchy and respect being take as 

principles, worth, to solute the coexistence and relations problems, since 

irreverence to aggressively (that was seen as something not physical and 

not violent), and, many times, they combine these elements  generating an 

irreverent aggressively full of respect. 

 The Nekulturita difference aggressively from arrogance, from 

rudeness, from cruelty or suckerness. For them, aggressively is something 

natural and doesn’t mean anyway disrespect. But arrogance, rudeness, 

cruelty or suckerness constitute the use of aggressively in a way that, 

indeed of favor dialogue, finishes it, and, indeed of promoting reflection, 

promotes anger and misunderstanding. This sucker aggressively, for the 

Nekulturita, was connected to masculinity, and, because of it, wasn’t seen 

as something natural but as remnants of sexism. 

  Said that, all problems that rose weren’t ignored. 

 Sincere conversations and in enough audible voice, not excessively 

audible, were always the first step to solute the problems. These 

conversations were “alright”, never were aggressively, not even with that 

respectful aggressively they believe. Many times these conversations were 

enough to initiate the solutions of the coexistence problems, and done.  

 Not solute through alright conversations the problems rose in the 

relations of coexistence, it was open the possibility of the respectful 

aggressively, and all people were prepared for it in a anxious and curious 

way. This way, anything could happen. Suddenly, a wall appeared sprayed 

with creative and reflexive massages, sculptures appeared in unexpected 

places, zines or texts were wrote and exchanged discussing the situation, 

poetry were read unexpectedly, and, the most aggressively and fun I saw, 

internal theatres inside of the own house happened, many times 

spontaneously, exposing the problems and proposing solutions.  



   From nowhere, while we were cooking the food or while we were 

eating, someone started to stage a theatre exposing the people active in 

the problem, the creators of the problem, when was not everybody, and 

people always felt constrained because they created all that situation and 

then they came back, after watching these scenes, to the first step, the 

alright dialogue, the reflection, sincerity and self-criticism.  

 I have to say that self-criticism was truly revered almost as people 

revere a god. This importance given by this society to self-criticism and 

sincerity help that the problems are pleasurable things and not 

problematic things. In their conversations and in their daily creations they 

search to abolish and they criticize every time someone felt guilty for 

something. They find guilty the most stupid feeling in the relational 

dynamic. They put guilty as a product of christianism and religion, saying 

that guilty obscures self-criticism, this one valid, smart and worthy of 

devotion. So, just to reinforce, self-criticism and sincerity were the basis of 

the solution of the problems. 

 And these problems were the sign that people could construct or 

destroy something, that they could create anarchy and destroy the state, 

and the Nekulturitas were passionate for it, for destroying themselves and 

the others in a critical, passionate and respectful way, straight to the way 

that thankfully never comes of anarchy. 

 Besides that, the Nekulturitas create some games to improve their 

relations and to avoid silly problems and to try to live more revolutionary 

problems, if there’s an hierarchy of problems. Laughs. Damn, how writing 

laughs lets the thing boring. HAHAHAHAHAHAHA. Yeap. Thats right. Better. 

 About these games I can say just a bit. These games were periodical, 

were like home activities, happen regularly, weekly some rare times, and 

they made possible that, as a group, they were “stronger”, “unite”,  

“concise”, or that they finally broke up, but, in fact, many times they go out 

of these games even stronger, individually and collectively.  

 One of these games was, for example, the funny and confusing 

“Swapping Days”. They were sequences of one, two or three days where 

you stopped from being yourself and started to be someone else of the 

tribe, in a way that everybody could be 

somebody else. 

 This game made that each one 

revealed how see the other and find out how 

the others see you. It was a surreal situation, 

suddenly you see someone else doing what in 

fact always who does is some other else. For 

example, who always woke up in good mod, if 

had to interpret someone who always woke up 

in bad mood, and who always woke up in bad 

mood had to interpret someone who always 

woke up in good mod. Soon, the one with the 

bad mood seeing how sometimes was rude 

when woke up, finishes, after the game, 

learning to keep his/her bad mood just for 

her/himself, because, during the game, the 

one who interpret her/him probably made 

him/her realize how much her/his bad-mood 

infected the rest of the house. 

 Or, suddenly, for example, you see that person that always is more 

dedicated to the cleaning having to interpret someone that just pretends 

that cleans, and this one having to interpret the person who always really 

cleans, having to not only pretends that cleans but really cleans. Things 

didn’t work so good always, but many times they created the expected 

effect, because everybody in the tribe want very hard to create anarchy, 

and these games were mainly revolutionary and fun. The commitment was 

because they believe in revolution. In the revolution they could live today, 

now. 



  The arrogant had to be sweet and suffer with his/her own 

arrogance seeing someone interpret him/her. At the same time, beyond 

exposing the shit that each one saw in the other, it was clear that, since 

you would be for two days living like that, you had to see also the good 

things that that person that you’re interpreting have, her/his virtues. This 

made you recognize more value or not in that person at the community. 

Beyond that, people purchase, when living their real live, the habit of 

observing even better one each other, for when it’s game time they could 

play even more intense, or, also, beyond all that, this game made that 

people commit themselves harder in the relations they acquaint each 

other, making these relations go deeper, destroying fear and insecurity 

that many people have to relate. You should think like the other, solute like 

the other, fuck yourself like the other, and so it goes. 

 And the shit got even funnier when, for example, there were 

couples, or trios, whatever, but didactically speaking, I’ll use the couples 

example. 

 If the person you interpret relates with someone, you’ll relate with 

the person that interprets this someone, reproducing, both, the way they 

see the relationships of the others and others being able to reproduce the 

way they see your relationship. 

 When the game was finished, each one speaks what found about 

her/his role, her/his difficulties and what found about each one, including 

about the person that interpret him/herself. 

 According to Nekulturitas this change lots of people and generated 

tough very significant experiences of self-criticism. That’s the principle of 

the burnin’ plate. Because of that, of the burnin’ plate, I heard about 

people that died as Nekulturita because had fear of going so away in 

her/his relations. Better this way, said the Nekulturitas. 

 I made part of this game one time and it made me change 

completely my behave at the house. The person who interpreted me made 

it so good that made me notice how I was really behaving at the house, as 

an anthropologist. I just observed, was impartial, closed in my own world. 

Interpret who I interpreted also was crazy. I had to interpret someone very 

active at the house, that was always full of ideas, that was partial, that 

intensified and made excentrical things like a morning jerk-off upon the 

kitchen sink, urintherapy, stuff that I didn’t want to do, and that had a 

relationship with some other person, that, according to my own vision of 

world, was also a man, and that, 

according to the rules of the game, 

I also had to have. Anyway, it was 

very crazy, and after that I left my 

role of anthropologist and started 

to take position, to relate, to do 

many things. And, for you to see 

how ended up things, I join for 

three weeks, didn’t work so well, 

in the relationship of the person I 

interpret, we made a trio for three 

weeks, and it was a great and very 

crazy experience full of delicious 

cocks.    

 Another funny game that used to happen at the house was the 

abolishment of the speaking, mimic and written language (in this last case, 

only to communication with the others. It was hard to abolish written 

language because many times people have ideas of stuff to write and if 

they didn’t write in that moment they could waste it forever, and it wasn’t 

the idea of the game make people waste their ideas forever, so the written 

language was abolished only as possibility of communication between the 

people of the tribe). 

 For one or two days, it was the maximum we could take, these 

kinds of languages were abolished at the house, with no possibilities of 

escaping, not even in case of fire. The meaning of it was making that each 



one’s mind were able to know or to search other structure forms to think 

and to understand things. The own thoughts should try to run away from 

our language logic, almost like in a meditation.  

 This game let people a bit more closed in their individualities, but at 

the same time made them more open to the touch, to meditation and to 

affection. They played capoeira angola listening only to the sound of the 

bateria and they made other stuff, without the sound of any voice. Feeling 

the other was the principle of this game. 

 This game had as finality to search news or to go deeper in the 

alternatives languages, languages that are not full of Power, as the 

speaking language, the written language, as this own text you read right 

now.  

 The Nekulturita said that the critical reasoning must be free of the 

grids of power that carries the traditional language. Traditional language 

recognizes only two gender, or three in German, but whatever, because 

the traditional language is sexist and heteronormativa. Traditional 

language many times plaster things in our lives that are in movement and 

make them static, substantizing our dynamics acts and bodies in 

substantives like gender or sex or identity. This causes severe influences in 

our minds and the goal of the game is to try to create alternative to it.  

They didn’t want with to create ways to abolish language, even 

because they love and deify the conversation and they love to write and to 

read zines and other stuff. What they want, with this game, was exercise 

other languages as the languages of the body and the senti-medita-mental 

language. This created many interesting stuff in the relations of the people 

at that house. 

Another game that they had it was what I “funnily” call suruba. 

Suruba, for the Nekulturita, it wasn’t collective sex. To say the truth, many 

Nekulturita didn’t made sex, not like we know, not always. Sometimes they 

even did, but just as a nostalgic impulse of feeling one more time those 

superficial pleasures, fasts, and merely carnal. It’s also good, but after you 

find out about how occidental is poor about it, it becomes too little. 

Suruba was a moment of sharing. They shared new practices that 

they have found about their bodies and about orgasm, each one giving a 

little bit of itself. They bring always news to this game, because they were 

daily searching for orgasmatical pleasures (they deny the sexual pleasure 

term). Suruba was, definitely,  something interesting. Unfortunely, as I said, 

I had no possibility of being part of  a big suruba, as these I’m reporting. 

Nekulturitas Said that i was part as voyeur, but i didn’t want only it. 

 

 They touch each other slowly, without being worried in creating 

pleasure, but Just curious in to know where they can give pleasure, where 

they can’t, how they could give pleasure, how they couldn’t. There was no 

satisfaction logic, but of going  deeper. It was like falling in an abyss 

without worried about the hour when the body will beat to the floor. They 

touch each other, they suck each other, they analyze each other, discussing 



all the time, massaging each other, studying and learning anatomy, finding 

muscles, bones, feeling each other hearts and sometimes they made the 

ceremony no gozo (pt) will stay lost at the cup. The “gozo” (how to say it in 

English? There’s 38 specific words for it in Portuguese and none in English?) 

that comes out from penis and also from vaginas were put in a cup and 

then everybody drink it. Sometimes these ceremonies happened with also 

everybody pissing each other. (I have to say that this part of the text in 

English is very poor in front of the Portuguese, because I don’t know the 

underground words that can explain the meaning of what really is going on 

in these ceremonies). 

This ceremonie was fruit of the learning that the Nekulturita who 

ejaculated through a penis obtained with what the Oriental call the kung-fu 

sex, or, better, of the orgasm without ejaculation or the multi-orgasm. Not 

all the Nekulturita, but some of them keep their ejaculation only to these 

ceremonies, these surubas, these days with cups full of ejaculations and 

pissing baths (the people who urinate with vagina also could pee in the 

others because they’ve learn how to piss standing, easy practice that, for 

some reason, many people encaged in the woman identity never learned).  

It’s possible that had already been created new games since I left. 

Nekulturitas are a very dynamic people, and very creative, and I could also 

say very crazy. 

Remember that they are a nomad people and that even with all this 

things they live collectively and in such an intense form, they didn’t stop for 

a long time in any place. They felt, after some time, limited and then they 

leave again, taking in their memories all the things they lived. 

All those things made possible that the Nekulturita gained more 

strength as a group and gave more importance to external problems of the 

group, as political problems or about the ways to react socially speaking to 

all the shit that covers the world. Its know the existence of groups that eat, 

breath and shit tiny things, and do nothing to change it. 

There’s no tiny things between the Nekulturita. 

The problems that really makes the Nekulturita suffer are the 

problems of the world around them and that surely oppress them with 

brutal violence. They suffer because they don’t feel capable of really 

destroy this world, because they are from a time where the changes in the 

society and in the world are always for worst. 

They can come, for example, to destroy symbolically with a bomb 

this oppression. But only symbolically. The oppression that they fight the 

world outside and that they hate so much doesn’t exist only in the material 

world, but also in the relations between the people, between the people 

that don’t live in their free and magical houses, but the people that lives 

completely crazy and sick relations, that create this sick and bizarre world. 

A bomb destroy oppression only symbolically, heating its material. But well 

this a deeper discussion that has nothing to do with me, has do to with the 

Nekulturitas, and for sure they have a lot to say about it. 

The Nekulturitas can suffer a lot with these problems, making them 

think or even commit suicide many times. The games here reported are 

part, also, of an effort to make their lives a little less worst, and to make 

them relief their pain. 

I shall say that I see this relief of the pain as something impossible. 

This pain will only be relief from the walls of the squats to inside of them. 

Coming out of this walls, reality comes back to be a shit. This shit becomes 

more suffocating the more the relations inside of the squats are free. It’s 

easy to live in a world if you play its rules. If you don’t, get ready to suffer, 

and suffer the worst kind of suffering may exist. And if you’re not suffering, 

you bet, you’re conformed. There’s no drug that hide this suffering, 

because if you’re using a drug to hide this suffering you end up reproducing 

the rules of the system, and you will stop creating free relations or creating 

freedom. But I’m not sure if the Nekulturitas would agree with it. 



The houses of the 

Nekulturitas are like worlds 

apart. Are the rainbows in the 

middle of the concrete, are like 

the music hidden by the sound 

of horns from cars, are like ants 

moving in a world of giants that 

don’t move, and, because of it, 

many times Nekulturitas keep 

themselves locked in their 

houses, where after crying a 

little bit they can breath with 

the free dynamic that they 

create one to help the other. 

When they go out to the 

street, with some camouflage to 

try to gain some money (a 

demon that made itself 

necessary not only for the 

Nekulturita, but also for the Yanomami and everybody in the world), or 

when they go out to feed themselves of other people and other cultures 

that not the Nekulturita culture with African, oriental, latin-american or 

Balkan tradition, or when they go out on the streets to fight and demo for 

their ideas against this ridiculous world, 60% of the times the Nekulturita 

come back home with an ambiguous and powerful feeling of depression 

and revolution, because they feel, at the same time, the taste of the shit of 

this civilization and the taste that freedom creates on them and that 

addicts even more than crack. 

 These are the stronger problems that affect the Nekulturita in a 

way that they can’t solute in a satisfying way. Not tiny things. Not personal 

problems that attest their dementia and their fear to relate and be free 

and not stopping the others of being also free, fucking your own ego and 

helping the  others to fuck their ego too. Yeap. This is for you. And not only 

for you. It’s for all of us. 

8. End of the first chapter. 

That’s right. Here finishes our first chapter of the study of the 

Nekulturita. If i don’t die until i write the second, the second will be publish 

in any Day of the rest of my life. In next, I’ll try to explain the origin myth, 

talk about other games, and talk about some economic issues.       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

END. Thanks to Juan Diego, Lux.alt and unknown drawers that i used here. to 

Sheyla for being a model and for r., the real author of this text and the 

photographer. Contact: me.chama.de.sereia@gmail.com. Sorry for the shit 

English. 


